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Scouting in Marin provides unique, life-changing experiences 

youth can’t get anywhere else. 
  

The core of every Scouting program includes teaching young 

people applicable life skills, providing them opportunities for 

real leadership experience, and supporting them through 

sustained, ongoing adult mentoring relationships.  Scouting’s 

core strengths, our easily accessible camping facilities, and a 

culture dedicated to Positive Youth Development distinguish 

the Marin Council in our service to youth.   

 

We know that your volunteer service to youth will change 

lives.  Marin Scouts will form connectivity with the 

community and others around them, developing a sense of 

caring.  The competencies they have in real-life skills will 

serve them forever and build within them a foundation of 

self-confidence.  They will epitomize individuals of good 

character and as adults will become the next generation’s positive leaders. 

 

However, the dramatic life changing impact Scouting offers young people can only occur 

when we as a council serve an ever increasing and significant number of Scouts and 

when we ensure we open our doors to new members. 

 

2019 to 2021 - Where We’ve Been 
At the close of 2019 the Marin Council served 1,593 youth representing a 4.25% share of Marin 

County’s Scouting eligible youth market.  Our 2019 youth membership had declined by 3% from 2018 

in what was another year of small membership losses.  Much of our membership decline during the 

2010’s directly coincided with a period of debate and transformation at a national level surrounding 

BSA membership policies. Those policy issues were resolved during the late summer of 2015 and 2018 

when nondiscrimination and inclusive standards, in keeping with Marin County’s prevailing attitudes, 

were adopted by BSA nationally.  2019 was a year of change for the Marin Council as young women 

were brought into all BSA programs.  It was an exciting time, ushering in promise…then came the 

pandemic. 

       

While the shock of a global pandemic certainly impacted our programs and caused temporary camp 

cancellations, it also forced every leader in our council to adapt and from that adaptation we found 

ourselves collectively to be more resilient than we had ever imagined.   
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During 2020, we focused on Scouting programs that could be conducted virtually and also at the family 

level.  Over time, those modifications grew into small group outings that emphasized den and patrol 

cohesion.  As we were one of the few youth programs that managed to continue to operate, we attracted 

new families and in fact recruited over 60% of our traditional annual performance. 

 

2021 allowed us to continue to put the lessons learned from 2020 into practice.  Again, many larger 

activities needed to be modified or postponed – but camps returned in the summer and Scouts flocked to 

camp and families flocked to Scouting.  As a result, our programs grew and by the end of 2021, the 

Marin Council was one of only two dozen councils nationwide to achieve membership growth, and the 

only council in Western United States to do so.   

 

Why were we alone successful? What were those lessons we learned from the last few year? 

 

1. Scouting is a year-round program, 

recruiting new members should be as well. 

While the bulk of new families join in the fall, 

Scouts should be welcome at any time.  Scouts 

with the help of their families can catch-up on 

some advancement, or perhaps they will just 

enjoy the experiences of the program and 

advancement for one season will not be a 

priority.  It’s better for unit leaders and parents 

to remain flexible than to tell a child they need 

to wait six months to join Scouting. 

 

2. Over sixty percent of those who join 

Scouting do so because they were ask to by 

someone they knew and trusted.  Yard signs 

and generic flyers are fine ways to spread the 

word that Scouting is active in a community, but 

no one joins Scouting because of a pretty 

postcard, they do so because they want to be 

with friends, they respect the leaders that 

volunteer, and they were personally invited.  

Peer-to-peer recruiting either from youth to 

youth or parent to parent is the most effective 

way to grow membership in a sustainable 

fashion. 

 

3. We will never grow if our doors are closed 

or hidden.  While Scouting is a treasure, it is 

not to remain sequestered.  Units should hold 

social events that are open to new members; 

invite friends to those events and show off your 

activities.  Remember that public, outdoor 

meetings and service projects create awareness 

of Scouting and are visual displays of the 

strength of our programs.  Online BeAScout.org 

pins should be continually updated to allow ease 

of inquiry and registration for new families so 

when they are ready to sign-up, we are ready for 

them.  And…in the rare case that a family can’t 

be accommodated in one unit, they should be 

referred to another unit nearby; don’t deny a 

child a chance to be a Scout because your den is 

overloaded.   

 

4. Don’t overcomplicate things.  Families want 

to join Scouting, but it can be intimidating with 

the many programs, badges, traditions that we 

have.  Put aside the acronyms and Scouting 

terms until families adjust.  It’s fine to call the 

Bears, “Third Graders” for a while and it does 

no harm to say “child protection training” 

instead of YPT.  It’s not national security or 

rocket science, it’s just the Boy Scouts of 

America so have some fun and your new 

families will too. 

“…no one joins Scouting 

because of a pretty postcard, 

they do so because they want to 

be with friends, they respect the 

leaders that volunteer, and they 

were personally invited.” 
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2022 Forward – Where We’re Heading 
 

2022 can mark a major expansion opportunity for all our units and it’s possible we can rebound to pre-

pandemic levels in Cub Scouting before the end of the year.  Our council is in a position of strength in 

terms of the health of our programs and retention of our existing membership.  In addition, our programs 

are now fully inclusive, creating a welcoming environment for girls and young women. 

 

Thanks to the momentum from 2021, we are targeting a membership increase for this coming year of 

over 6.5% bringing our total membership to just under 1,400.  That is just a base target and we certainly 

hope to recruit even more families into Scouting in Marin. 

 

Our growth will be across the board – Cub Scouting, Scouts BSA, Venturing, and Exploring.  It will also 

focus on representative membership from every community in Marin to ensure our council reflects our 

county in both geography and ethnicity.  

 

Council-wide initiatives to achieve that membership increase will continue to be focused on growth in 

every unit through a dynamic scorecard measuring an “Open Door” to new members and families.  This 

will be the fifth year of our “Open Door” campaign which will continue to build market awareness of 

Scouting for families throughout Marin. 

 

Our Growth Strategy – The Open Door 
 

The Open Door Concept: 

For far too long, membership growth was seen as simply the result of a quality program.  This has been 

characterized as the “If you build it, they will come” method.  While quality programs are a factor in 

retaining members, quality programs alone do not correlate to membership growth if potential members 

do not know about joining opportunities or are unaware of Scouting units in their neighborhood.  If we 

only rely on memories of quality program for recruiting, we only speak to our alumni families and we, 

whether we realize it or not, have closed our door to new recruits. 

 

Our “Open Door” membership strategy is designed to correct that issue through a focus on key leading 

indicators.  By encouraging an “Open Door” throughout every neighborhood, general awareness of 

Scouting will increase, joining opportunities will increase, and membership growth will result. 

 

Opening the Door: Key Elements: 

Determining whether Scouting’s door is open or closed will be based on three elements that were 

identified as conducive for growth and highly achievable by Packs, Troops, Crews, and Posts. 

 

Community Presence:  

Three separate elements related to Community Presence should be a focused for all units throughout the 

council:  

• Social Media Presence – Units should have public facing social media accounts and families 

should be encouraged to share their own Scouting experiences on their personal pages. 

• Community Visibility – Being visible in the community can be as easy as periodically holding 

unit meetings in local parks or school playgrounds.  It also may include marching in parades or 

raising the flag for school assemblies. 
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• Service Projects - Closely tied to Community Presence are unit service projects which also 

increase community awareness of Scouting, especially if shared over social media.   Service 

projects are a strong indicator of whether Scouting presence is felt in a community and key to 

our mission to Help other people at all times.   

 

Be-A-Scout.org Utilization: 

In recent years, great strides have been made to help families find local Scouting units online and 

register directly through our Be-A-Scout Website – www.beascout.org.  In fact, in 2021 those 

improvements resulted in nearly 80% of our fall recruiting occurring through online applications. 

 

This is a valuable tool as it creates a year-round opportunity to join Scouting and streamlines the 

recruitment process. Whether or not a unit’s online “pin” is maintained and utilized is a leading indicator 

related to membership growth for a unit. 

 

In 2022, council staff and volunteers will continue to support unit volunteers in taking full advantage of 

the Be-A-Scout website and unit leaders will be asked to confirm bi-annually that all information on 

their beascout.org pin is current. 

 

Consistent Recruiting Activities: 

While online and community presence help raise awareness and create a culture of an “Open Door” for 

new families, a literal door must be opened as well.  Consistent Recruiting Activities are therefore the 

third element in our growth strategy. 

 

To be considered a unit with an “Open Door” Packs, Troops, Crews, and Posts will need to conduct two 

recruiting / welcoming activities in 2022, one in each half of the year. 

 

These recruitment activities should showcase the activities of the unit and may in fact be unit activities 

themselves such as a family picnic, ice cream social, or even a camping trip.  Potential members can be 

invited from the general community utilizing traditional methods such as flyers, but invitation methods 

should always include the names of key leaders because… families join Scouting when someone they 

know and trusts asks them to.  

 

Bringing It All Together & Giving You Support:  

Taken as a whole, if a unit utilizes these elements - that unit would reach enough leading indicators to 

reasonably predict annual membership growth.  We would classify that unit as having an “Open Door” 

and to reward that unit, the Marin Council will reimburse $100 of the costs of your unit’s recruitment 

event with a credit applied to your unit account.  That $100 reimbursement can be earned in both halves 

of the year and can cover food costs, gifts for new members, or admission fees so that potential members 

are truly your guests.  That reimbursement will be issued as long as a unit meets all criteria for an “Open 

Door” – 1. Community Presence, 2. Up to date Be A Scout Pin, 3. Conducts a recruiting event, 

preferable two each half of the year.  

 

While these are general tenets for membership growth, we also know each unit is unique. Council 

volunteers and staff are always ready to help your unit design a plan tailored to your specific needs.

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Marin Council, Boy Scouts of America 

225 West End Avenue, San Rafael, CA 94901 

415-454-1081 www.boyscouts-marin.org 

http://www.boyscouts-marin.org/
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Unit Commitment and Report Form 
  
In order to bring new families into Scouting and grow your unit, you need to 
have taken the steps necessary to have what we classify as an “Open Door”.  
 
The Criteria for an “Open Door” are: 
1. Community Presence 

• A Public Facing Social Media Presence 
• Community Visibility 
• Community Service Projects 

2. An up to date Be-A-Scout Pin. Reviewed at least twice a year. 
3. Recruiting Events that emphasize peer-to-peer invitations from youth and 
parents alike. 
  
Units with an “Open Door” will be reimbursed for up to $100 for costs associated with your recruiting 
events.  These funds might be used for food costs for the event, gifts such as handbooks for incoming 
members, admission fees, etc.  The funds will be deposited into your unit account following submission 
of this form along with receipts.  Units are eligible to take advantage of this program twice a year as 
long as “Open Door” criteria are reached in each half of the year. 
 
Check one: ____________ Spring 2022 Submission  ____________ Fall 2022 Submission 
 
Unit: __________________________ Pack / Troop / Crew / Post (Please circle) 
 
Our unit is activity recruiting new members and has reach an open door by doing the following: 
 
Community Presence: 
____ - Public Facing Social Media – Describe Platform: _____________________________________ 
 
____ - Community Visibility – Describe Event / Program: ____________________________________ 
 
____ - Service Projects – Describe: _______________________________________________________  
 
& 
____ - We reviewed and updated our Be-A-Scout pin on ____/ ____ /2022 
 
& 
____- Our recruitment event was held on ____/____/2022 
 
Attached are receipts for supplies/costs for recruiting that qualify for reimbursement up to $100. 
 
________________________________  ________________________________ 
(Signature Unit Leader or Unit’s New Member Coordinator)   (Signature - Unit Committee Chair) 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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